
Improve the workflow of X ray images aquisition and interpretation 

efficiency thanks to Konica Milonta`s Aero DR3/CS-7 solutiuon. 

 

Balimed Hospital was founded in 2008. This hospital is a referral hospital for 3 areas on Bali 

island that’s Badung Regency, Tabanan Regency, and Denpasar Regency. Balimed Hospital 

with a capacity of 100 beds and supported by 129 specialists is located at Jalan 

Mahendradatta no 57X Denpasar, Bali. Health service in Balimed Hospital operated by 138 

specialist and 15 general practitioners and hundreds of employees in the various health field. 

 

 

 

BaliMéd Hospital used to use CR(Computed Radiogrhapy) but it decided to adapt DR(Digital 

Radiogrhapy) due to the deep consideratio for the patients. 

 

 

 

 

 



Ms.Cili Savitri radiograher apprciates about the improvement of her workflow and is sayng 

that 

Aero DR has unique feasures such as 100 µm pixel size and new imaging processing 

technology "REALISM" can create clear images esspecially for chest and spine as well as for 

fracture cases because it can show more details and eventually the intepretation of image 

becomes more efficency.  

High DQE can help to reduce X does amount a lot compare to CR that is really good point for 

patients. 

Lightweight and robust structure can last DR`s lifetime as longer as possible and Powered by 

a lithium ion capacitor is to reduce the battery changing cost that is really good for finantial 

point of view. 

Internal access point & internal storage(Aero Strage) allow to bring the detector outside of 

radiology room without PC. That is helping to create wonderful workflow. 

It is also great that Aero storage function can save 100 images inside the detector. 

 

After Covid 19 is over, Aero DR3 can support more patient diagnosis by the environement of 

point of view such as low X does exposure compare to CR. 
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